History of Marion Earl Star Rating
· Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF) vs. former CCSD SPF
Instead of awarding points for year‐to‐year growth, the state only awards points to
schools who show growth over a period of 3 years
o Elementary schools will show a decrease because now the growth is measured over
three years. Middle schools will see more of an increase because they no longer are
measured by AYP (If they did not make AYP, the highest star ranking they could earn
was a 3.). High school parents will not see much change as the emphasis on graduation
rates remains the same.
Marion Earl ES: 2010‐2011 test data / 2011‐2012 School Year
o 4 Star under CCSD SPF
Marion Earl ES: 2011‐2012 test data / 2012‐2013 School Year
o 3 Star under CCSD SPF
§ Allowed to remain a “4 Star” ranked school because District gave the highest
score of two consecutive years.
§ Under new NSPF, we scored 57/100, and would have been 3 Star
Marion Earl ES: 2012‐2013 test data / 2013‐2014 School Year
o 3 Star under new Nevada SPF
o Earned 59 / 100 points (5 Star = 77‐100; 4 Star = 68‐76; 3 Star = 50‐67; 2 Star = 32‐49;
1 Star = 0‐31)
o The difference between our current “Three Star” ranking and the higher (Four of Five
Star) rankings for which we strive is not something that should be cause for
disappointment. Instead, it should be cause for motivation to make the necessary
changes to provide an even better education for our school community.
o We are pleased to see that during the 2012‐2013 School Year, Marion Earl showed more
growth than the previous year. This upward growth is exactly our aim, and we AIM
HIGH!
o There is no reason we can’t become a 5 Star school…in fact, this is our #1 Goal. We have
what it takes!
Results were made available to the public on September 15, 2013
o www.CCSD.net
o www.doe.nv.gov
o
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